Pure and Population of Staff, Project and Group profile pages

Although Pure has gone live, the publications area on webpages will initially take the feed from ePrints. This will make it easier for us to identify the source of any go-live teething problems.

As users are no longer able to log into ePrints, it is no longer possible to use shelves in ePrints to feed web pages. Existing shelves cannot be edited.

Once the webpages take the feed directly from Pure, we will be able to use the following options to replace the shelves function.

Please see the Appendix for the order that publications will appear on webpages.

Creating bespoke lists from Pure

There are three ways that bespoke lists can be created

- Projects
- Organisational units
- A list of fewer than 20 items.

These replace lists previously handled by ePrints shelves.

Lists are dependent on the type of page in Site Publisher, e.g. profile (for individuals), research area (for organisations) and research project (for projects).

Projects

To create a bespoke list by project, ensure that you affiliate your research outputs to your project in Pure.

Under Relations, click on the plus sign next to Projects:

Start typing to begin the search.
Search results will be updated while you type.
You can then look up your project by typing in some information, e.g. the PI name:

![Projects](image)

Select the relevant grant and click on **Update**.

**Organisational groups e.g. USRG, Institute, Research Groups**

You can add additional organisational units to your output in Pure. This will enable you to create a list of publications affiliated to a group.

Under Authors and Affiliations, click on Add organisational unit to look up your Institute or Research Group.

![Authors and affiliations](image)

Select the organisational unit to add it to your output.

If you cannot find the organisational unit in Pure, please fill in an [Organisational Unit Request Form](#) and pass it to your ADR for approval. Your ADR will send it to the Pure team to create the organisation.

See the following [instructions](#) for how to affiliate people, projects and outputs to the new Organisational Unit once it has been created.

**Individual staff profiles selected lists**

Add the publication IDs of up to 20 items to Site Publisher to create a list – your Faculty Communications team can help with this. This list can be added to individual staff profiles.

These options will work **once the profile pages switch to feed directly from Pure**. Please contact [eprints@soton.ac.uk](mailto:eprints@soton.ac.uk) with any queries or talk through this with your Research Engagement Librarian, who will be happy to provide advice on the best approach for your individual requirement.
Appendix: Order of publications

**Articles**
Contribution to Journal (article)

**Letters/Editorials**
Contribution to Journal (letter)*
Contribution to Journal (comment/debate)*
Contribution to Journal (Editorial)*

**Reviews**
Contribution to Journal (Book/Film/Article review)*
Contribution to Journal (Literature review)*
Contribution to Journal (Review article)*
Contribution to Journal (Short survey)*

**Journal Special Issue**
Contribution to Journal (Special issue)*

**Books**
Book/Report (Book)
Book/Report (Anthology)*
Book/Report (Scholarly Edition)*

**Book Chapters**
Chapter (Chapter)
Chapter (Entry for Encyclopedia / Dictionary)*
Chapter (Forward / Postscript)*

**Conferences**
Contribution to Conference (Paper)
Contribution to Conference (Abstract)*
Contribution to Conference (Poster)
Contribution to Conference (Other)
Contribution to Journal (Meeting Abstract)*

**Reports**
Book/Report (Commissioned Report)
Book/Report (Other Report)

**Working Papers**
Working Paper (Discussion Paper)

**Theses [authored]**
Thesis (Doctoral Thesis)
Thesis (Master's Thesis)

**Datasets**
Datasets [Separate Module from Research Outputs]

**Creative Media and Artefacts**
Non-textual form (Artefact)
Non-textual form (Digital or Visual Products)
Non-textual form (Design)
Non-textual form (Exhibition)
Non-textual form (Composition)
Non-textual form (Performance)

**Patents**
Patent

**Software**
Non-Textual Form (Software)*

**Websites**
Non-Textual Form (Web publication/site)*

It is agreed by the Pure Board that this order will be fixed and consistent across all Faculties, at least in the short term.

* types have no direct equivalent in ePrints.
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